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NanoCatRed

Novel metallic NANOparticles on NANOstructured
supports for oxyanion CATalytic REDuction in water

Several health risks have been associated
with the occurrence of inorganic contaminants. Neither conventional nor advanced
water treatment technologies have ticked in
both efficiency and environmental criteria.
NanoCatRed proposes the development of
nanostructured catalysts to achieve a
step-change in the performance of catalysts
for hydrogenation of inorganic contaminants
in water.
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Main challenge/problem
the project seeks to address
Several health risks have been associated with the occurrence of inorganic contaminants such as bromate, nitrate and perchlorate at concentrations more substantial than the background levels in surface and
ground waters. Conventional water treatment technologies are not efficient in the removal of these pollutants, whereas other advanced technologies, such as ionic exchange, reverse osmosis, or electrodialysis,
albeit effective in their removal, lead to highly concentrated secondary
waste streams.

Proposed solution
The NanoCatRed project is designed to take advantage of two different
concepts in heterogeneous hydrogenation catalysts to achieve a
step-change in the efficiency of water purification applications: new
methodologies for fabrication of more active/less costly metallic
nanoparticles, and new methodologies for fabrication of nanostructured
supports that can enhance the activity/selective/stability of the active
metal phase. The technologies that the consortium will develop will be
able to treat nitrate, perchlorate, and bromate in fresh water.

Innovative Potential
Catalytic hydrogenation is a promising technology for the removal of
oxygen-containing anionic contaminants (oxyanions) such as bromate,
nitrate, and perchlorate, from water, without generating concentrated
secondary waste streams.
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The target market for the new technology includes the surface
and ground water treatment sector.
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